To the Copyright office, I support jail breaking any and all electronics whether it be a phone a tablet, game console, tv, whatever. I am a user and once I purchase something, it’s mine; no one else has legal rights over what I do with what I physically own. Once you purchase a car it is yours, you can do as you please, once you buy a couch, it is yours you can do as you please with it. The same should be true for electronics, while yes they were created for the intended use by the company, who’s to say a smart person couldn’t tinker with it and come up with a whole other use for it? Why limit growth and ideas and progression?

Without the ability to jailbreak my iPhone, there is no point in me owning it, IF I can’t jailbreak it I might as well own a android. Also, I loved being able to run my ps3 and use Linux on it as well, it was one more bragging right to throw in the face of Xbox owners, but because Sony has such a strict stance on the subject its forbidden, (even though they gave everyone the idea). If jail breaking for all electronics is not instated Im POSITIVE you WILL have problems with Anonymous.